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For a company with more complex operations, most software allows you to design a chart of accounts with
account codes and categories unique to your company and the type of business. When you generate company
invoices, your accounting software automatically adds the amounts to your company's accounts receivable
balance. All of this functionality working together within the same accounting software reduces errors and
helps you make sure that you don't let any transactions slip through the cracks. System Functionality
Computerized accounting software can be bare-bones, providing the bookkeeping basics, or you can use a
fully-fledged software solution that offers not just bookkeeping, but also inventory management, distribution
tracking, manufacturing and work-in-progress tracking, customer relationship management, time and project
management and more. Business owners must diligently protect financial information. Specific input
validation checks may include: Format checks These ensure that information is input in the correct form.
Advantage: Simplicity Most business owners are not accountants or bookkeepers by trade and find it
challenging to do most accounting tasks. When one considers that Clever Accounting, one of the latest online
accounting solutions, starts at a low monthly subscription check out pricing here , then computerized
accounting really becomes a no-brainer. With computerized accounting, everything is kept straightforward
because sifting through data using software is easier than sifting through a bunch of papers. But with modern
backup systems and increased functionality, the disadvantage of reliability in computerized accounting may be
lessened. Accounting software can save time, especially if you want to create a budget or forecast. It can be
costly to staff qualified accountants to complete manual accounting processes, but it can also be costly to staff
accountants familiar with specific computerized accounting software and programming. These include:
appropriate use of passwords, to restrict access to master file data the establishment of adequate procedures
over the amendment of data, comprising appropriate segregation of duties, and authority to amend being
restricted to appropriate responsible individuals regular checking of master file data to authorised data, by an
independent responsible official processing controls over the updating of master files, including the use of
record counts and control totals. Computerized accounting has become commonplace in many firms, from
Fortune companies all the way down to one-person solopreneur businesses. With a few exceptions, if your
business is a C corporation, the IRS requires you to use accrual basis accounting so that you would file your
tax return on an accrual basis. If you decide to change your accounting method, you must use IRS Form to
request permission. If you choose the online version of Quickbooks for example, you'll have an ongoing
monthly fee. A wide variety of accounting software programs are consumer friendly. If you allow clients to
pay within 30 days, for example, off-the-shelf accounting software has the receivables account built-in,
allowing you to record the transactions and then see all of your outstanding payments due from customers,
along with the date you issued the invoice so you can see the age of your outstanding invoices. You can also
streamline and add efficiency to your overall accounting process, especially if you can cross-train
administrative employees to help out with some of the more routine bookkeeping tasks, such as entering bills
to your payment system, for example. Once the data is entered into the system, all the calculations, including
additions and subtractions, are done automatically by software. What Is a Computerized Accounting System?
Put simply, the main difference between the cash and accrual accounting systems lies in the presence of
accounts receivable and accounts payable. The software provider might charge you either a one-time, annual
or monthly fee for each user license in addition to the base cost for the software purchase. An effective
computer-based system will ensure that there are adequate controls existing at the point of input, processing
and output stages of the computer processing cycle and over standing data contained in master files. Many
programs provide prompts for the type of data that should be entered in each section. Cost When it comes to
cost comparison, the advantages of manual accounting systems are clear. A barebones accounting package
may be just right if you or your staff has no desire or requirement to understand the nuances and detail of
accounting. Computers may more rapidly perform accounting functions or assessments than manual
accounting systems, once data has been entered into the system. Cash and accrual accounting differ based on
how you record the timing of your cash receipts from sales and money spent to pay your expenses. If you have
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a more established company, or one with a complex structure that includes inventory, work-in-progress,
several business entities and intercompany transactions, for example, your company will require a much more
complex accounting system along with more highly-trained staff to manage it. Once you understand the
potential downsides, you can take steps to make sure that these issues don't become a problem in your
business. Companies can have the software designed to accommodate multiple currencies, business entities
located in different parts of the world and branches of the company that sells different sets of products. As
with any software for any purpose, developers constantly improve and update the software so that it can
evolve with changes in computing or changes in the field. Also keep in mind that if you use a cloud-based
accounting system, sensitive financial information could be exposed to online hackers, so take steps to secure
your company's internet connection and data. Start by cleaning up your historical data, because if you have
accounting information that contains incorrect, miscoded inputs or incomplete information, these mistakes will
carry over to your new system and make it more difficult for you to have integrity in your accounting books.
Formal written instructions notifying data processing personnel of prescribed distribution procedures. Validity
checks These ensure that the data input is valid.


